Abstract. By monitoring the vibration response of mechanical or civil engineering systems, the modal parameter changes due to materials or geometrical properties can be observed. Fine frequency shift identification is decisive to determine particularly small changes and thereby small cracks or damages. This paper firstly presents some existing methods to accurately find the frequency values. All these methods show non-linear, relevant errors in interpretation. Afterward a simple method is proposed, consisting in iterative decreasing of the number of samples from the original signal, performing a standard frequency analysis for each truncated signal and finally overlapping of achieved spectra. Thus, the resulted spectrum has a much fine resolution due to the important addition of spectral lines. In this way a more accurate identification of frequencies is possible. In fact, the relevant frequency is accomplished under a lobe shape. In the peak position of this lobe the best frequency value can be clearly identified. With the help of these more accurate frequency values, modal analysis becomes more reliable and efficient.
Introduction
Methods which based on the changes of the structural modal parameters are commonly involved to establish the global health of a mechanical or civil engineering structure and to assess damages. The methods based on frequency changes are easiest applied, but problems occur because small damage produces small changes in the natural frequencies. Thus, observe the changes in the frequency spectrum are hard to be found [1] . In standard frequency evaluation, the problem is that frequencies are indicated on spectral lines, whose location directly dependents on the analyzed signal length. As a consequence, for small damages, the frequency changes are not indicated in the spectrum until the peak-amplitude does not move to the inferior spectral line. For early damage observation, it becomes necessary to involve advanced algorithms, providing denser spectral lines, with direct consequence increasing the frequency evaluation accuracy. In standard frequency evaluation often false results are signalized. To understand why this happens, we review some notions of mathematics and signal analysis.
By applying the Fourier Transform (FT) to an infinite long signal in time, an infinitely small frequency resolution is achieved. Thus, the frequency is precisely identified. For a finite-time length signal, the resolution becomes relevant, depending on the time length. To calculate the frequency content for discrete signal x, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) can be used. It provides, in a simple way, information about the frequency spectrum of the signal, by turning N samples of the signal from the time domain in N complex values in the frequency domain. Its mathematical expression is:
with k = 0, 1, 2,… N-1. In Eq. (1) we denoted x(t n ) the instantaneous input signal amplitude at time t n = nT, T the sampling period, X(f k ) the spectrum of x at frequency f k and N the number of time samples. The signal time length results in t N-1 .
The Power Spectrum Density (PSD) is a positive real function of a frequency variable. While the Power Spectrum (PS) calculates the area under the signal plot using the discrete FT, the power spectrum density assigns units of power to each unit of frequency and so, enhances periodicities.
Appling the PSD to a sequence representing a sinusoidal signal, one can distinguish between two cases. First, if the sequence contains an integer number of periods, as depicted in figure 1a , the frequency is read precisely. It is exemplified in figure 1c for a signal whit a created frequency of 4 Hz, analyzed in the time interval of 1 s. The PSD, represented by a red line, indicates the correct frequency.
In the second case, the signal sequence does not contain an integer number of periods. This is illustrated in figure 1b. For this signal, also of 4 Hz, if the time interval is 1.1 s the virtual instrument allow no accurate frequency reading. The achieved spectrum is shown in figure 1c by blue lines. Obviously, correct frequency is not identified. frequency evaluation is possible [3] . A faster algorithm than zero-padded FFT is presented in [4] . The attained results are similar with those resulted by as zero-padding, but the computational effort is essentially reduced.
Windowing is another method often used to improve frequency evaluation. For a finite-length signal that consists of a non-integer number of cycles, the application of a window smoothes its ends, making the amplitude to vary gradually towards zero at the ends [5- a.
b.
amplitude to vary gradually towards zero at the ends [5] [6] . This minimizes the discontinuities of the signal edges, reducing spectral leakage. However, this method works well for identification of close-located frequencies but does not improve the readability. Having a look on figure 1c, we remark that although the spectral lines are denser, the frequency cannot be read It is also possible to evaluate the frequency by plotting a curve best fitting to three consecutive points, located around the estimated frequency, obtained by DFT. In figure 3 , these points are
, where k-1, k and k+1 are the spectral line numbers, f j-1 , f j and f j+1 the frequencies indicated at that lines and A k-1 , A k and A k+1 the frequency amplitudes associated with these lines. The presumed correct frequency f corr and amplitude A max are considered at the point in that the graph has a maximum. This peak is located on a virtual spectral line which does not exist in the spectral lines are denser, the frequency cannot be read accurately, while we found the peak amplitude at 3.63Hz instead of 4Hz. Even for an improved frequency resolution, the frequency value cannot be properly read because the spectral line does not coincide with the frequency value. This has as source the phenomenon known as "leakage", which is the energy dispersion from the true frequency of the signal into several false frequencies. Because this, leakage causes an apparent amplitude decrease, while the frequency is indicated at a spectral line that does not coincide with the real one [2] . The rest of the energy is found, erroneously, on the other spectral lines.
2 Actual methods to improve frequency located on a virtual spectral line which does not exist in the calculated spectrum. It is found via a fractional correction term δ, as f corr = f j + δ. There are a number of spectral peak location estimator methods for precise frequency estimation in the DFT domain [7] . In [8] parabola approximation for peak determination is used, so the correction term is given by 
Actual methods to improve frequency identification
Several simple methods to improve the frequency readability are known. One of the most popular is zeropadding, which consists in adding a string of zeros to the signal before the PSD is calculated [3] . It allows a better approximation to the frequencies contained in a signal. By using this method, the frequency distance between the spectral lines is decreased; therefore, an improved figure 4 it can be also deduced that the error is cyclical, depending on how the three considered points are placed around the real frequency.
presented method. As can be seen in table 1, by using the so-called three-point method, the error between a read frequency and the corrected frequency is less than 7%. In figure 4 the actual frequency, that obtained by the threepoint method and that by standard evaluation (direct reading the virtual instrument) are plotted. Observe that there are areas where the frequency values obtained by the two methods are similar (white background), while in other areas (gray background) large differences between the obtained frequencies values occur. The differences become smaller with the increase of the analysis time interval, as shown in Table 1. a. Fig. 4 . Comparison between the real frequency, obtained by 3-points method and by direct reading (a) and the difference between the corrected and read frequency (b) 
The proposed method
The method proposed in this paper requires an iterative time signal truncation, followed by a spectral analysis. The aim is to obtain numerous spectra with different frequency resolutions and superpose them in an "overlapped spectrum". This helps to increase the number of spectral lines in the final spectrum, as shown in figure  5 , where three spectra with different frequency resolutions: Δf 1 = 1 Hz, Δf 2 = 1.05 Hz and Δf 3 = 1.11 Hz are involved.
From the overlapped spectrum the frequency associated with the amplitude presenting local maxima is extracted, indicating the most credible frequency value. Figure 6 exemplifies this for the frequency of 9.753 Hz. Note that 47 iterations are performed in order to ensure a dense spectral line net. The process is simple and contains several steps to be performed:
-a rough evaluation of the frequencies is made using PS, by direct reading; -the frequencies of interest for the damage detection process are identified;
-the analysis time is set for in order to ensure a frequency resolution placing a spectral line close under the presumed frequency;
Conclusion
In this paper, a simple method for an accurate frequency evaluation is proposed and compared with actual methods presented in the literature. Even if these methods improve the frequency readability, they are not enough accurate to evaluate the changes occurring in structures due to small damages. The proposed method bases on overlapping numerous spectra achieved from the the presumed frequency;
-the signal length is iteratively shortened by applying a rectangular window and the PS is derived;
-the observed spectral line will migrate to superior frequencies, because the analysis time decreases;
-first an amplitude increase will be observed until a maximum is achieved, afterward the amplitudes will decrease;
-the frequency associated with the peak amplitude is extracted as the real frequency.
The time length of the vibration signal acquired for damage detection should exceed five cycles of the investigated frequency. This time was to be truncated until one period is suppressed. In this way the achievement of the amplitude peak is certain.
It should be mentioned that for each frequency an bases on overlapping numerous spectra achieved from the same signal analysed for different time lengths. By overlapping, the number of spectral lines in the frequency domain of interest is dramatically increased, thus results the possibility to identify the peak amplitude and consequently the frequency with high precision. Test performed to reveal the frequency sensitivity shown that the frequency is identified with a precision of three digits after unit.
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Fine frequency evaluation ensures reliable data for vibration-based damage detection [9, 10] , making possible the observation of small modal parameter changes. Figure 7 illustrates a lab stand designed to test the sensitivity of the proposed method. 
